We show that G-Fano threefolds are mirror-modular. 1. Mirror maps are inversed reversed Hauptmoduln for moonshine subgroups of SL2(R). 2. Quantum periods, shifted by an integer constant (eigenvalue of quantum operator on primitive cohomology) are expansions of weight 2 modular forms ("theta-functions") in terms of inversed Hauptmoduln.
Introduction
The simplest example of Lian-Yau's mirror moonshine for K3 surfaces ( [16, 17] , see also [6, 7, 21, 22] ) is the remarkable identity (modular relation) of Kachru-Vafa [14] , that goes back to Fricke and Klein: n 0 (6n)! (3n)!n! 3 j(q) −n = E4(q) n 1 (1 − q n ) is Dedekind's eta-function, ∆(q) = η(q) 24 is modular discriminant, σ3(n) = d|n d 3 , Eisenstein series E4(q) = 1 + 240 n 1 σ3(n)q n equals to the theta-series θE 8 for a lattice E8, and j(q) = One advantage of formula 0.2 over 0.1 is that ∆ is a holomorphic cuspform. Moreover, it is an eigenform for Hecke operations, and has no zeroes on upper half-plane. That is, ∆ is an eta-product. Smooth anticanonical divisor S ∈ | − KY | in Fano threefold Y is a K3 surface endowed with a natural lattice polarization c1(Y ) ∈ Pic(Y ) ⊂ Pic(S) ⊂ H 2 (S, Z) = II3,19. Beauville [2] shows inverse: generic K3 surface lattice-polarized by c1(Y ) ∈ P ic(Y ) is anti-canonically embedded to a Fano threefold Y . So Fano threefolds single out 105 (see [13, 19] ) out of countably many families of lattice polarized K3 surfaces (and also 105 mirror dual families [6] ). In fact, almost all moonshine examples listed in [16, 17, 6, 21, 22] appear in that way, and mirror moonshine makes more sense in the context of Fano threefolds. Golyshev [12] reproduced Iskovskikh's classification of prime Fano threefolds (see e.g. [13] ) by effectively combining three elements: mirror, moonshine and minimality.
G-series GY (see 1.4 ) is a certain invariant of Fano variety Y "counting" rational curves on it.
Mirror conjecture (for variations of Hodge structures) states that Laplace transform of G-series for Fano threefold Y is the solution of Picard-Fuchs differential equation for some 1-parameter family of K3 surfaces that is called mirror dual to Y Ginzburg-Landau model.
Moonshine (genus-zero modularity) is explicitly stated as miraculous eta-product formula:
where GY N is G-series of Fano threefold YN with invariants
is Laplace transform of GY N multiplied by e st for a particular choice of constant s = sN (see 1.1,1.7), and HN is a Hauptmodul on Fricke modular curve X0(N )/wN (see [5] ) with a particular constant term c = cN :
In case Y is a sextic double solid (i.e. a smooth sextic hypersurface in weighted projective 4-space P (1, 1, 1, 1, 3) ) we have N = 1, H1 = j(q), s1 = 120, c1 = 744 and formula 0.3 specializes to 0.1 (we present other exact equalities in appendix 6). One of the points of this note, is that one also has more natural identity for a cusp-eigenform (eta-product or eta-quotient), that specializes to 0.2, and the latter identity generalizes to a more general class of G-Fano threefolds, with eta-products usually enoded by conjugacy classes of Mathieu group M24.
Minimality is formalized in the notion of D3 differential equation (see 4.1). It is a 6-parameter class of differential equations of degree 3, generalizing the construction of regularized quantum differential equations of a Fano threefold from 6 two-point Gromov-Witten invariants.
Modularity conjecture (which is now a theorem) states that function G = n 0 ait n is G-series of minimal Fano threefold of index one if and only if for some s function RsG is of moonshine type (satisfy 0.3 for some N ) and is annihilated by differential equation of type D3.
Apart from 17 quantum differential equations of minimal smooth Fano threefolds Golyshev found two more differential equations of type D3 and modular origin (4.6 and 4.7) (also these equations were found by Almkvist, van Enckevort, van Straten and Zudilin in [1] , and they were already listed in [17] ).
It turned out ( [9] ) that these two examples are quantum differential equations for two deformation classes Y28 and Y30 of Fano threefolds with
Since Fano threefolds Y28 and Y30 are not minimal one naively expects their regularized quantum differential equations to be of degree 4 and 5, but these varieties occur to be quantum minimal minimal differential equation vanishing G-series of these varieties has degree 3 (see [10] for the details).
In [9] we made an observation that both Y28 and Y30 are G-Fano threefolds i.e. for some complex structure they admit a finite group action G : Y with P ic
In [10] we shown that G-Fano threefolds are quantum minimal. So it is natural to look whether other G-Fano threefolds are mirror-modular.
Families Y28 and Y30 are two of total eight families of G-Fano threefolds (see [20] ). In these article we will show that all 8 families of G-Fano threefolds are mirror-modular.
Preliminaries

Shifts and regularizations.
For a number s and a power series A = n 0 ait n define its regularization (Laplace transform L), inverse Laplace transform L −1 , shifted regularization Ls, regular shift Sg and normalization N by the formulas
Fano varieties
[see e.g. [13] ] Let Y be a Fano variety smooth variety with ample anticanonical class ω
is an isomorphism and both are isomorphic to Z ρ , where ρ is called Picard number. Lefschetz pairing on 
Quantum differential equations, G-series and Givental's constant
Let ⋆ be quantum multiplication on cohomologies of Y defined by
where closed genus 0 3-point correlator γ1, γ2, γ3
passing through homology classes Poincare-dual to γi.
and define quantum differential equation as a trivial vector bundle over Spec C[t,
where
(n) t n be the unique analytic solution of 1.3 starting with class Poincare-dual to the the class of the point, and define G-series as
We note that the first coefficient 
Define G-series (also known as the quantum period of Y ) as
Conjecturally GY should have integer coefficients. For convenience we define I-series to be a regularized shifted G-series:
For a given number s define IY,s = LsGY , in particular IY,0 = GY . By a slight abuse of notation we will say that power series I(t) = 1 + n 1 i (n) t n is a regular I-series of smooth Fano variety Y if
G-Fano threefolds and A-model G-series
There are 8 deformation classes of G-Fano threefolds Y with rk H 2 (Y, Z) > 1 (see e.g. [20] ). Two of them has Fano index two, these are Y
12 and Y
12 of degree 12. In this section we are going to describe all of them geometrically. The details regarding the computation of the respective quantum periods can be found in [3] .
48 is the variety F l(1, 2, 3) of complete flags in P 2 i.e. a hyperplane section of Segre fourfold P 2 × P 2 ⊂ P 8 . This variety is unique in its deformation class number 32 in table 2 of [19] , it has Fano index 2, degree 48, χ = 6 and ρ = 2.
This variety can also be described as a projectivization of tangent bundle on P 2 or variety of complete flags in P 2 .
Corollary 2.2. I-series I6,2;2 = RG F l(1,2,3) is given by the pullback of hypergeometric series from twodimensional torus
Proof. Combine the computation of I-series of toric variety P 2 × P 2 in [11] and quantum Lefschetz principle in [4] .
48 is just a Cartesian cube of a line i.e. Segre threefold
This variety is unique in its deformation class number 27 in table 3 of [19] , it has Fano index 2, degree 48, χ = 8 and ρ = 3.
Corollary 2.5. I-series I6,3;2 = RG P 1 ×P 1 ×P 1 is given by the pullback of hypergeometric series from threedimensional torus
48 and Y
48 has isomorphic hyperplane sections del Pezzo surface of degree 6. This implies the relation
This deformation class of varieties has number 13 in table 3 of [19] , it has degree 30, χ = 8 and ρ = 3.
Proposition 2.9. Y30 is a complete intersection of three numerically effective divisors of tridegrees (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) on
Corollary 2.10. I-series I15 = L3GY 30 is given by the pulback of hypergeometric series from three-dimensional torus
Definition 2.12. Let Y28 be the blowup of a twisted quartic on Q. This deformation class of varieties has number 21 in table 2 of [19] , it has degree 28, χ = 6 and ρ = 2.
Denote the I-series of Y28 as I14 = GY 28 .
Definition 2.13. Fano threefold Y24 is a hyperplane section of Segre embedding
. This deformation class of varieties has number 1 in table 4 of [19] , it has degree 24, χ = 6 and ρ = 4.
Corollary 2.14. I-series I12 = L4GY 24 is given by the pullback of hypergeometric series from four-dimensional torus
Definition 2.16. Let Y20 be the blowup of projective space P 3 with center a curve of degree 6 and genus 3 which is an intersection of cubics. This deformation class of varieties has number 12 in table 2 of [19] , it has degree 20, χ = 0 and ρ = 2. Proposition 2.17. Y20 is an intersection of Segre variety P 3 × P 3 by linear subspace of codimension 3.
Corollary 2.18. I-series I10 = L2GY 20 is given by the pulback of hypergeometric series from two-dimensional torus
12 can be described either as a section of Segre fourfold P 2 × P 2 ⊂ P 8 by quadric or as double cover of W with branch locus in anticanonical divisor. This deformation class of varieties has number 6 in table 2 of [19] , it has degree 12, χ = −12 and ρ = 2. is given by the pullback of hypergeometric series from two-dimensional torus 
12 is a double cover of P 1 × P 1 × P 1 with branch locus in anticanonical divisor. This deformation class of varieties has number 1 in table 3 of [19] , it has degree 12, χ = −8 and ρ = 3. is given by the pullback of hypergeometric series from two-dimensional torus n 1 (1 − q n ). Consider 4 eta-products and 1 eta-quotient:
Let σ1(n) be −24 times valuation of ηn+. For a constant c and a conjugacy class g of Monster simple group denote by Tg,c its McKay-Thompson series (see [5] ) with constant term normalized to be c: Tg,c = 1 q + c + n 1 ai(g)q n . Take H6A,2 = T6A,10, H6A,3 = T6A,14, H10A = T10A,4, H12A = T12A,6, H14A,s = T14A,s, H15A,s = T15A,s: 
Define Mn(t) as power-series satisfying the functional equation Mn(
(3.12)
10A
(3.13)
12A
(3.14) 
M14,s(H
Define L6,2, L6,3, L10, L12, L14, L15 as follows: 
Golyshev's modularity of minimal Fano threefolds, and beyond
Let YN be a Fano threefold with H 2 (Y, Z) = ZKY and (−KY ) 3 = 2N . Let GY = 1 + n 2 G (n) (Y )t n be its G-series. Golyshev's modularity conjecture states that for every N = 1, . . . , 9, 11 there exists such a constant sN , and a Monster conjugacy class gN (N + N in notations of [5] ), and a constant cN such that
where Tg N ,c N =
is McKay-Thompson series for conjugacy class gN with constant term cN . For N = 6 the conjugacy class 6 + 6 is 6B, for other values of N it is N A.
1 Original definition has the other basis a 01 , a 02 , a 03 , a 11 , a 12 for parameter space A 5 . Bases a and b are equivalent over Z:
In the table we specify values N , g = gN , c = cN and s = sN for 16 G-Fano threefolds of index 1 10 Golyshev's cases and 6 other G-Fano threefolds with N = 6, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15 that are explained in this paper.
For integer N we define numbers: 7 Mathieu groups. Definition 7.3. Any transposition h ∈ S24 of symmetric group decomposes into the product of cycles, so we will say Frame shape of h is n 1 i a i where ai(h) is number of cycles of length n. Frame shape is a complete invariant for conjugacy classes of S24 (and complete up to power-equivalence for M24 and M23).
Example 7.4.
1. S24 has 1575 Frame shapes and conjugacy classes (equal to number of partitions of 24), 2. M24 has 21 Frame shapes and 26 conjugacy classes, 3. M23 has 12 Frame shapes and 17 conjugacy classes. Definition 7.5. Order of element (conjugacy class, Frame shape) h equals to the least common multiple of cycle lengths in its cycle decomposition: n(h) = lcm(a1, . . . , a24). Denote by G(h) = T rh :
the number a1 of cycles of length one (it can be computed via Lefschetz fixed point formula on finite set of 24 elements).
Obviously G(h) is integer non-negative and if h ∈ M23 then G(h) 1.
Proposition 7.6 (Frobenius, Mukai). and level as N (g) = gcd(a1, . . . , a24) · lcm(a1, . . . , a24).
3
Theorem 8.1 (Mason [18] ). Let g be one of 21 Frame shapes of M24. Then ηg is a cusp-form and Heckeeigenform of weight w(g) and level N (g) with quadratic nebentypus character (if weight w(g) is even then the character is trivial). Moreover, all these functions ηg form a character of a particular graded representation of M24 functorially constructed from M . 9 Symplectic automorphisms of K3 surfaces. 10 Measuring rationality Definition 10.1. We say that deformation class of smooth Fano threefolds is of irrational type if there is at least one irrational (over C) variety in this family. Otherwise we say it is of rational type. Proposition 10.2. All G-Fano threefolds of higher rank are rational.
Proof. One can check it case by case. Two varieties of index Fano index 2 (P 1 × P 1 × P 1 and variety of complete flags W ) are obviously rational. For six varieties of index one:
1. Projection from Y15 ⊂ P 2 × P 2 × P 2 to P 1 × P 2 (contract the first P 2 and project from a point on the second P 2 factor) is birational. Also Y15 is known to be blowup of W .
2. Projection from Y14 ⊂ Q × Q to one of the factors is birational (inverse to the blowup of a twisted quartic).
3. Projection from Y12 = X (1,1,1,1) ⊂ P 1 × P 1 × P 1 × P 1 to P 1 × P 1 × P 1 is birational. In fact it is a blowup with center in elliptic curve, which is the base locus of a pencil in linear system O P 1 ×P 1 ×P 1 (1, 1, 1 ).
4. Projection from Y10 = X (1,1),(1,1),(1,1) ⊂ P 3 × P 3 to one of the factors is birational.
5. Varieties Y6,2 are divisors of type (2, 2) in P 2 × P 2 . Projection to the first factor is a conic bundle over P 2 with degeneracy locus of degree six. By Iskovskikh criterium they are rational. 3 In our examples it will be min{i|a i = 0} · max{i|a i = 0}.
6. Varieties Y6,3 are covers of P 1 × P 1 × P 1 branched in anticanonical divisor. Composition of the double cover and projection to the product of first two factors gives a conic bundle over P 1 × P 1 .
Proposition 10.3. Let XN be a deformation class G-Fano threefolds of index r = 1 and degree 2N . Then XN is of rational type ⇐⇒ ǫ(N ) 2.
Proof. Case by case. Combine proposition 10.2 and tables in the end of [13] .
This work was done in 2010 and I reported it in some talks:
• "(Mirror) modularity of Fano threefolds" on 2010.08.24 at Tokyo Metropolitan University,
• "G-Fano threefolds and Mathieu group" on 2011.01.31 at University of Miami,
• "Fano and Mathieu" on 2011.03.28 at the joint seminar of the Sector 4.1 (IITP RAS) and Poncelet FrenchRussian laboratory "Arithmetic Geometry and Coding Theory" in Moscow,
• "Fano and Mathieu" on 2011.05.12 at Number Theory and Physics at the Crossroads workshop in Banff International Research Station,
• "New ways to count up to 15" on 2011.06.03 at Algebraic Geometry Seminar in Kyoto University.
